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Abstract
Does better auditory discrimination ability in birds predict greater accuracy in imitating song?
Does the acquisition of auditory discrimination skills affect the outcome of specific song learning?
We investigated these questions in juvenile zebra finch males. Fourteen birds were trained to
imitate operant song playbacks. During early stages of song learning, the birds were also trained
to discriminate between the tutor’s song syllables. We tested if the accuracy of vocal imitation of
specific song syllables relates to auditory discrimination between the tutor’s song syllables. Then
we found that auditory discrimination performance is likely to be correlated with song learning
accuracy. Also, birds successfully learned to discriminate between two similar song syllables, and
the majority of birds improved on imitating their discriminated syllable pairs over nondiscriminated syllable sets. Still, we could not make a conclusive statement about synergy between
song learning and vocal stimuli discrimination training in this study.

Keywords: zebra finches, motor learning, perceptual learning, sensorimotor integration,
song learning, discrimination, aversive reinforcement, similarity gain
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Is There Synergy Between Song Learning and Vocal Stimuli Discrimination Training?

Motor learning can be defined as a type of learning that utilizes a set of processes associated
with practice or experience leading to relatively permanent changes in capability for movement
(Schmidt & Lee, 1999). This learning is used to promote retention, accuracy and consistency of
learned motor skills, which enables a learner to perform the same movements multiple times with
little or no cognitive effort once acquired. The main components of motor learning are structure of
practice and feedback given. Structure of practice refers to the act of rehearsing or engaging in a
behavior repeatedly for the purpose of improvement or mastery, and feedback given is regarded
as any kind of sensory information associated with a response or movement (Schmidt & Wrisberg,
2008). One major example of a motor behavior in human is speech, as speech motor control
involves planning and preparation of movements and the execution of movement plans to result in
muscle contractions and structural displacements (Kent, 2000). Also, speech production involves
more motor fibers than any other human activities (Fink, 1986).
Sensory learning, also known as the VAK learning, is a learning style that uses the three
main sensory receivers: visual, auditory, and kinesthetic (Willingham et al., 2015). Of these
learning styles, auditory learning refers to a learning method in which a learner processes
information through what they hear. Auditory learners are good not only at writing responses to
lectures they have heard but also at oral exams.
While sensory learning literally involves sensation, the physical process during which our
sensory organs respond to external stimuli, perceptual learning involves the psychological process
during which our brain receives the electrical signals and interprets sensory information, or
perception (Privitera, 2019). Through perceptual learning, the ability of sensory systems to respond
to stimuli is improved through experience, and learners will be capable of differentiating different
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odors, musical pitches or shades of colors (Kellman, 2002). Auditory perceptual learning by
humans has been studied for a wide range of stimulus attributes, such as frequency, interaural level
and time disparities (Irvine, 2018).
But in reality, we neither just emit a sound from our mouth nor just discriminate different
sounds. We can hardly discuss the nature of speech without taking sensorimotor integration into
account. Integration of sensory and motor systems allows an animal to not only use sensory
information to make useful motor actions but also use outputs from the motor system to modify
the sensory system’s response to future stimuli (Huston & Jayaraman, 2011). An interesting
example is the McGurk effect: associating vocalization with lip movement changes the perception
of vocal sounds. McGurk & MacDonald (1976) created a film of a young woman’s talking head,
in which repeated utterances of the syllable [ba] had been dubbed on to the lip movements for [ga].
The subjects, as a result, reported hearing [da]. This audio-visual illusion had important
implications for the understanding of speech perception: what we see affects what we hear.
Sensorimotor integration in the domain of speech processing research is characterized by two main
ideas, that the motor system is critically involved in speech perception and that the auditory system
is critically involved in speech production (Hickock et al., 2011). This motor-auditory
interrelationship has been substantiated by a number of studies.
First, what role does motor system play in auditory system? According to Schneider &
Mooney (2015), motor-related corollary discharge from the motor cortex modulates the auditory
cortex during movement and facilitates the detection of environmental cues and the learning of
complex auditory-guided behaviors. A study by D’Ausilio et al. (2009) found that stimulation of
motor lip or tongue areas facilitates identification of lip- or tongue-related speech sounds. Even a
musician playing an instrument demonstrates motor-auditory interactions; output signals from
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premotor cortices are thought to influence responses within the auditory cortex, even when the
sound is absent (Zatorre, Chen & Penhune, 2007).
On the other hand, what effect does the auditory system have on the motor system, and
speech production in particular? When we talk on the telephone with a bad connection, our own
voice echoes in the earpiece with a slight delay, which negatively affects speech production. The
disruptive effect of delayed auditory feedback is well established by previous studies (Yates, 1963).
Research on speech error patterns at the phonetic, lexical, and syntactic levels shows that the
perceptual system plays an essential role in self-monitoring of speech output (Levelt, 1993). Also,
Bradlow et al. (1997) investigated the effects of training in /r/ - /l/ perceptual identification on /r/
- /l/ production by adult Japanese speakers; as a result, the knowledge acquired during perceptual
learning of two syllables transferred to the production domain. Moreover, Chen et al. (2015) found
that speech-sound learning in Mandarin speakers can modulate the processing of feedback errors
during vocal pitch regulation, which suggests that perceptual learning in speech can produce
transfer effects to facilitating the online monitoring of auditory feedback regarding vocal
production. Even functional imaging studies discovered that an auditory-related area in the left
planum temporale region (Wernicke’s area) was also involved in speech production (Hickock et
al., 2000).
Investigating sensorimotor integration in human infants and toddlers might be challenging.
The principal difficulty is in controlling and limiting social interaction and opportunity for
sensorimotor learning during their sensitive period. In songbirds, however, we can investigate
similar questions by controlling the social and acoustic environment during the development of
the juvenile bird. Although no other species exhibit vocal behaviors as complex as human speech,
songbirds are considered an appropriate model system for studying the underlying mechanisms of
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vocal learning, which might be common across song learning and human speech development.
Like human infants, songbirds learn the conspecific song through auditory exposure and a period
of extended practice. We can manipulate their acoustic and social environments and their brains
are accessible to physiological, molecular and genetic studies. The most common songbird model
for studying speech development mechanism is the zebra finch.
Zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) juvenile males develop their songs through imitating
what adult tutors (including their fathers) sing. Song acquisition takes place during the sensitive
period for vocal learning, which has multiple stages: sensory learning period, sensorimotor
learning phase, and crystallization. First, in sensory learning period, 20 - 50 days post-hatch (dph),
a juvenile male listens to the song of a salient tutor and memorizes it as a template. The second
phase called sensorimotor learning phase, 30 - 90 dph, also has two stages: a subsong stage and
plastic song stage. During the former, the young male produces sounds called subsongs that are
similar to the babbling of human infants. He also listens to the results and calibrates his vocal
instruments through auditory feedback, which is necessary for the maintenance of stereotyped song
in adult zebra finches (Nordeen & Nordeen, 1992). During the plastic song stage, the juvenile male
adjusts what he has already produced up to this point to approximate the model song. Finally,
sexually mature males at 80-90 dph produce a song fixed in its adult form and the components and
the order in which they are sung become stereotyped (crystallized song). Thus, song learning in
songbirds has multiple steps that involve integration of motor and sensory systems.
There is evidence demonstrating that song recognition and production in songbirds might
be linked. The principal motor song nuclei are connected to auditory pathways and to
reinforcement stimuli from the brainstem (Gadagkar et al., 2016), and auditory input and
reinforcement via auditory feedback then shape vocal changes, driven by the anterior forebrain
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pathway (Sober & Brainard, 2009). Additionally, Roberts et al. (2012) manipulated the brain
activity of juvenile zebra finches to see if premotor circuits participate in sensory learning essential
to imitation; the fact that electrical disruption of neural activity in the bird’s song premotor nucleus
HVC prevented song copying indicated that premotor circuits help encode sensory information
about the model song. Moreover, Pinaud & Terleph (2008) explained in their review paper that
the caudomedial nidopallium (NCM), an auditory area analogous to parts of the primary auditory
cortex in mammals, is responsible for both auditory discrimination and memory formation required
for vocal learning.
There is, however, no direct behavioral evidence that specific auditory discrimination
training, one type of perceptual learning, is mechanistically coupled with vocal changes during
song learning. Here we attempt to show that providing songbirds with vocal stimuli discrimination
training in addition to the typical song learning might produce a synergistic effect; in other words,
receiving both trainings would result in faster and more accurate song learning than is usually
observed. We presented juvenile birds with auditory discrimination tasks using a subset of the
syllables from the tutor song they are learning to imitate. We then tested for similarity gain in the
imitation of those syllables.
Materials and Methods
Songbirds and Vocal Training
Fourteen juvenile male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) bred at Hunter College were
used in this study. All male zebra finches were kept with parents and siblings until 7 days post
hatch (dph), then the father was removed to prevent song exposure during the sensory phase (until
day 50) of the sensitive period of vocal learning. Then, from days 31 to 39 post hatch, animals
were housed singly in sound attenuation chambers where they stayed for two months of their
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sensitive period for song learning. Birds were given water, seed and egg powder ad libitum and
kept on a 12:12 hour photo-period schedule. Their songs were recorded continuously using Sound
Analysis Pro (Tchernichovski et al., 2000). Between days 39-46 post hatch, birds were exposed to
20 song playbacks (with a duration of 2 seconds each) per day at a random probability of 1 in 100
seconds, for 5 days (passive training). Then two keys were introduced to all the boxes (Fig. 1).
Pecking on either key triggered a song playback, with a quota of 20 song playbacks a day (operant
training, Tchernichovski & Nottebohm, 1999). All playbacks employed the same natural song
model (called ‘samba’), with a motif composed of 4 unique syllable types (A – B – C – D, Fig. 2).
Recording and training used Sound Analysis Pro (SAP; Tchernichovski et al., 2000).

Figure 1 Birds learn their songs through two types of training. In passive training (left)
birds were randomly exposed to playbacks of a tutor song. In active training (right), two keys
were introduced, and birds learned to peck on either one key to induce a playback of the tutor
song (Tchernichovski et al., 2001).

A

B1

B2

C

D1

D2

A

B1

B2

C

D1

D2

Figure 2 Sonogram of the tutor song. This “samba” model includes 2 identical song motifs,
each of which consists of 4 unique syllables, respectively labeled as “A”, “B”, “C” and “D”.
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Auditory discrimination training
At 60-65 dph, birds were trained with auditory discrimination task (Fig. 3). We used a
training paradigm developed by Tokarev & Tchernichovski (2014) together with our homemade
software “Bird Puffer”. In these experiments, zebra finches were trained in a custom-made
chamber with two compartments as follows: the male “trainee” would voluntarily approach the
window, which allows it to interact with another bird (female “audience”) placed in the other part
of the chamber. To do that, the bird needed to stand facing an air puff applicator. While the bird
was standing there, a sensor (SB12, Banner Engineering Corp.) detected it and one of two song
syllables (8x repetition) was played from a speaker. One of those syllables (aversive), was
followed by an air puff (lasting 1.0 sec, causing mild discomfort) when the trainee did not escape
to the safe perch within 2.5 seconds. If the male successfully escaped to the safe perch soon after
the aversive syllable was played, no air puff was forthcoming. Playbacks of the other syllable,
named social syllable, had no consequences and allowed social interaction to continue.

Figure 3 Auditory discrimination training apparatus (Tokarev & Tchernichovski, 2014). The tested bird was
allowed to interact with a female while perching next to a small window. Playbacks of one syllable were followed by
an air puff (aversive syllable), causing the bird to escape to the safe perch, while playbacks of the other syllable
allowed interaction to continue.
Note: Although a video screen is shown in the figure, a live female was used as an audience in the current experiment.
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Of the 14 birds used in the study, four were trained to discriminate between syllables B and
D (B vs. D group), another five were trained to discriminate between the second parts of syllables
B and D (B2 vs. D2 group), and the remaining five birds were trained to discriminate between the
syllable C and the first part of syllable D (C vs. D1 group). These syllable pairs were chosen based
on their similarities (according to SAP analysis, syllables B and D, B2 and D2, and C and D1 are
43%, 64% and 51% similar, respectively). When we tested a bird from B vs. D group, two possible
songs played from a speaker were either syllable B or D, repeated 8 times. We treated syllable B
as a social syllable and syllable D as an aversive one. Likewise, for a bird from B2 vs. D2 group,
we treated syllable B2 as a social syllable and syllable D2 as an aversive one. Also, for a bird from
C vs. D1 group, we treated syllable D1 as a social syllable and syllable C as an aversive one.
Each training session lasted one hour. We monitored the birds’ behaviors and recorded
how often they stayed or escaped in response to each auditory stimulus. Following each auditory
discrimination session, the birds were placed in their individual cages and operant training with
song playbacks was resumed. (Fig. 4) As pointed earlier, in both discrimination and operant
trainings, the bird was exposed to playbacks of syllables from the same song model (samba). The
only difference was the operant context: key peck → song playback vs. social or aversive contexts
to playbacks of controlled syllables. Each bird received 10 syllable discrimination sessions
between days 60-100 post hatch. In the first session, the frequency of song types was set to: 75%
social vs. 25% aversive, and for second session: 25% aversive, 75% social. From the third session
and onwards, the chance of playing either song was set at 50%.
Animal Care
Experiments were conducted following the guidelines of the US National Institutes of
Health (NIH), and reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees
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(IACUC) of Hunter College and City College of the City University of New York (protocol ‘OTSong Reinforcement 8/21’).

a

b

c

d

Figure 4 Flowchart of bird training. (a) At first, all birds went through passive training, in which they
were exposed to 20 playbacks per day at random probability. (b) Then all birds underwent active training, in
which they were required to peck on one of the keys to listen to the tutor song. (c) When the birds were 6065 days old, they started auditory discrimination training between vocal learning sessions. (d) After a one
session of discrimination training, the birds were returned to their cages, and active training was resumed
Steps (b) ~ (d) were repeated until the bird had completed 10 discrimination sessions.

Results
Auditory Discrimination Learning
To analyze if birds did learn to discriminate between two song syllables, we plotted the
distribution of their actions (on inactions) in response to each syllable type presented. For example,
Bird R6383 was trained to discriminate between B2 vs. D2 syllables from day 68-93 post hatch. As
shown in a scatterplot (Fig. 5a), in the first session the bird stayed on the perch for most of the
time, regardless of which syllable type was played back. In the second session, in which the
aversive syllable was presented more frequently, the bird gradually began to escape in order to
avoid an air puff immediately following playback of the aversive syllable. As he went through
more sessions, the bird escaped more often in response to the aversive syllables, and in the last
session it successfully avoided air puffs in approximately 60% in response to the aversive playback.
We note, however, that on occasion, the bird also escaped in response to the social song (false
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escape). Escape rates in response to both the aversive and social syllables in 10 discrimination
sessions were calculated using the following formula:
Escape rate = the number of “escapes”/ number of trials per session

a

b

Figure 5 Raw data of R6383’s escape responses in auditory discrimination training. (a) The
scatterplot shows whether the bird stayed (green) or escaped (red) in response to each syllable type
during Session 1, 2, 5, 7 and 10. In the first session, the bird stayed on the perch for most of the time
but gradually learned to escape from the perch after the second session. In the last session we could
observe that the bird escaped more than half the time in response to the aversive syllable. (b) Song
discrimination curve. Escape rate for the aversive syllable was significantly higher than that for the
social syllable.
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Then calculated escape rates are illustrated in Figure 5b. We found that escape rates for the
aversive syllable increased with the number of training sessions. However, contrary to our
expectations, the rate of escapes for the social syllable (false escapes) did not go below baseline
but rather showed a slight increase, although not significantly. A Wilcoxon signed rank test
showed that escape rate for aversive syllable was significantly higher than that for social syllable
for this bird across 10 sessions. (z = -2.80, p < .01).
We first conducted a priori test to determine if there is an overall difference between the
escape rate for two syllable types (Fig. 6-1). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the escape
rate for the aversive syllable was significantly higher than that for social syllable (z = 2.701, p
< .05). The song discrimination plot representing the escape rates for each session across all 14
birds is shown in Figure 6-2. The difference between escapes rates for the aversive and social
syllables increased with the number of sessions. Post-hoc Wilcoxon signed rank tests revealed that
the difference became significant from the third session.
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Figure 6-1 Wilcoxon plot showing median escape rate for social and aversive syllables.
A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that the overall difference between the escape rate for
the aversive and social syllables was significant.
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Figure 6-2 Song discrimination plot of 14 birds. The difference between escape
rates for the aversive and social syllables increased with the number of sessions.
The difference was significant from the 3rd session.
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Vocal Learning and Discrimination Training: How Are They Associated?
We have shown that juvenile birds can successfully learn to discriminate between song
syllables. We can now test if vocal imitation of individual zebra finches is associated with their
discrimination performance. In order to quantify each bird’s discrimination capacity, we calculated
the median difference between the escape rate for aversive and social syllables (hereafter called
“discrimination performance”). This value ranges from 0 to 100 (%), and the larger this value the
more successfully the birds discriminated.
To quantify vocal learning, we calculated the percentage of similarity between tutor and
vocalized songs for each bird (hereafter called “similarity”) using Sound Analysis Pro
(Tchernichovski et al., 2000). We calculated similarity at the post-training stage to determine how
successful the imitation was after 10 discrimination training sessions. Figure 7 shows the
correlation between discrimination performance (abscissa) and similarity at the endpoint (ordinate)
for each tested bird. The correlation between discrimination performance and later imitative
similarity missed significance (r2 = .259, p = .065). Therefore, although we cannot make a
conclusive statement, it seems likely that discrimination performance is associated with better
vocal learning in songbirds.
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r2 = 0.259
p = 0.065

Figure 7 Correlation between discrimination performance and later imitative similarity
to tutor song. Each dot denotes one bird. A blue dotted line represents best-fit linear
regression.

A possible complication in the interpretation of our results is that our song similarity
measurement might have captured vocal learning that has occurred prior to auditory discrimination
training. To account for this, we calculated similarity gains, comparing similarity at the onset of
auditory discrimination to the end point. For the song motif of each bird we subtracted the initial
similarity (before discrimination training was given) from the endpoint similarity. For example, if
a bird with an initial song of 41% similar to tutor song scored 49 % similarity on the last day, this
bird has similarity gain of 8%. We tested if there was a significant positive correlation between
discrimination performance and similarity gain to see if there was any possible enhancement effect
of discrimination training on vocal imitation. We found no significant correlation between these
variables (r2 = 0.008, p = .758).
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Similarity Gain Analysis
The failure to detect a statistically significant correlation between similarity gain in song
learning and discrimination is not sufficient to draw any strong negative conclusions about
enhancement of song learning due to discrimination training because our hypothesis is that their
success in discriminating two homologous syllables would be reflected on vocal performance.
Thus, we proceeded to conduct a syllable-by-syllable similarity gain analysis. For each of the three
conditions mentioned in the previous section, we categorized “discriminated” and “nondiscriminated” syllables as shown in Figure 8. In the B vs. D condition, syllables B and D were
labeled “discriminated” whereas C was labeled “non-discriminated”. Similarly, in the B2 vs. D2
condition, syllables B1, C and D1 acted as counterparts, and in the C vs. D1 condition syllables B
and D2 were labeled as “non-discriminated”.
To calculate syllable-by-syllable similarity gain, we used a similar method as in finding
similarity gain in song motifs; we subtracted similarity percentage of that syllable at pre-training
phase from similarity percentage at post-training phase (e.g. R6151 scored 33% on d65 and 64%
on d99 on syllable B; it had similarity gain of 31% on syllable B). After calculating similarity

Figure 8 Three discrimination task pairs and counterparts. For each condition, discriminated
syllables are indicated in red and non-discriminated ones are indicated in blue. We decided to
disregard syllable A in all three conditions because it is just an introductory sound and is not part
of any discrimination task pairs.
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Figure 9 Wilcoxon plot showing average similarity gain for discriminated and non-discriminated
syllables across 14 birds. Ten birds (red) showed greater improvements in discriminated syllables
whereas four birds (blue) showed greater gain in counterparts.

gain of each syllable for every bird, we calculated the average similarity gain for both
discriminated and non-discriminated syllables (Fig. 9).
We plotted for each bird’s average similarity gain as non- discriminated vs. discriminated
syllables. According to Figure 9, ten out of fourteen birds showed greater improvements in
discriminated syllables. We performed a binomial test, assuming the chance of obtaining higher
average similarity gain in discriminated syllables than non-discriminated ones is 0.5, but we did
not observe a significant effect (z = 1.33, p = .091). To further explore this effect, we also
performed a posteriori Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which showed no significant difference in
similarity gain between two syllable types (z = -1.036, p = .300).
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Overall, our results are mixed: Sonograms suggested that some birds might have shown
improvements in imitating discriminated syllables (Fig. 10a); for instance, R6288, a syllable B vs.
D trainee, scored a 6% similarity gain with syllable B and a 7% gain with syllable D, and therefore
scored a 6.5% average similarity gain with discriminated syllables. On the contrary, this bird had
an 8% similarity loss with syllable C, so the overall change in its vocalized song supported our
hypothesis. As for R6320, a B2 vs. D2 trainee, there was an 18% increase with B2. On the other
hand, a 14% similarity gain was observed in syllable B1; although there were similarity gains in
both syllable types, this bird ended up not producing syllables C and D; the average increase was
greater in discriminated than in non-discriminated syllables. R6410, a syllable C vs. D1 trainee,
showed great improvements with two harmonic stacks (27% gain on average), but did not show
salient improvements in other syllables.
These results, however, did not add up to statistical significance. Is this because there was
no real effect, or due to a weakness in our experimental design? We suspected the latter and
decided to focus on three birds that showed an “incredibly” large amount of similarity gain in nondiscriminated syllables (Fig. 10b). Although R6413 showed an improvement in syllable B, the
fact that it produced syllable C, a non-discriminated syllable, after discrimination training went
against our hypothesis. Also, because it failed to produce syllable D, the other discriminated
syllable, the average similarity gain in discriminated syllables diminished even further compared
to non-discriminated ones. R6203 not only improved on non-discriminated ones but also scored
lower on discriminated ones. The fact that D1, a non-discriminated syllable, emerged after training
did not support our hypothesis. Lastly, as for R6359, although it succeeded in producing the entire
motif by d89, syllable B appeared in the end, which greatly raised the mean similarity gain on nondiscriminated syllables.
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Figure 10 Syllable-by-syllable similarity gain analysis. Boxes and arrows in red and blue respectively
represent discriminated and non-discriminated syllables. Numerical value indicates change in percentage
similarity, and the sign indicates similarity gain/loss. (a) Typical birds that showed greater average
similarity gain with discriminated syllables. (b) Extreme cases of birds showing greater gain with nondiscriminated syllables.

Discussion
The principal goal of this study was to test if vocal learning and auditory discrimination
capacities are associated or perhaps synergistic. We attempted to answer this question by
presenting juvenile male zebra finches with auditory discrimination tasks using a subset of the
tutor’s song syllables, as they go through operant training.
Tokarev & Tchernichovski (2014) developed a training method using a social reward as an
effective tool for training birds to distinguish two types of song, social and aversive songs. Here,
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we used this training system for testing if birds can discriminate between two similar song syllables
(assigned as social and aversive syllables). The juvenile birds successfully learned to escape more
often in response to the aversive syllable than to the social one, and the difference between escape
rates for two types of syllable increased gradually over daily training sessions. However, one major
discrepancy from the previous study (Tokarev & Tchernichovski, 2014) is that the escape rate for
the social syllable did not go below baseline and rather showed a slight increase. A possible
explanation is a conditioned place aversion effect (CPA, Tzschentke, 2014), which states that the
aversive treatment effects will become associated with the particular set of cues and these cues
will elicit avoidance. In this case, some birds might have tried to avoid the risk of getting air puffs
by fleeing from the perch regardless of the syllable type they hear. As opposed to the study by
Tokarev & Tchernichovski (2014), which mainly used mature birds as subjects, we only used
young birds as trainees; therefore, juveniles may be more scared of this aversive reinforcer than
adults. Still, the result of this part of study is justifiable because of the significant observed
difference.
Correlation analysis suggested that the birds with higher discrimination ability seem to
attain better vocal imitation. However, this analysis failed to eliminate the possibility that the birds
which can discriminate well are innately equipped with an ability to imitate the tutor song well.
Instead of looking solely at the endpoint similarity, we took similarity gains into consideration.
However, we could not find a significant association between discrimination performance and
similarity gains in song imitation. In other words, auditory discrimination training failed to
facilitate the imitation of tutor song as a whole. Lastly, we conducted syllable-by-syllable
similarity gain analysis in order to test if there was any partial reinforcement effect of
discrimination training on vocal imitaiton. The analysis demonstrated that the majority of birds
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improved on imitating their discriminated syllable pairs over non-discriminated syllable sets.
However, a statistical test did not provide evidence that auditory discrimination training facilitates
imitation of tutor song syllables. We also observed that some birds produced a non-discriminated
syllable that was not present before the discrimination training, which is not supportive of our
hypothesis. Thus, we could not make a conclusive statement about synergy between song learning
and vocal stimuli discrimination training.
If results can be replicated, there may be an implication for infant speech development,
specifically a potential for auditory discrimination in improving speech development in cases of
speech developmental disorders. Also, it might be worth exploring brain mechanisms of putative
synergy between auditory discrimination and vocal learning in songbirds.
Results of this study are confounded by some methodological limitations. First of all, in a
longitudinal study, it takes much time and effort to train each bird, which limited our sample size
to 14 birds, which in retrospect, was not big enough. Perhaps doubling the sample size, with about
10 subjects for each discrimination training condition, 30 juvenile males in total, could have
provided sufficient power to resolve this question and make a conclusive statement. Also, it would
be beneficial for future studies to take into account the maturity of each syllable type at the time
of discrimination training. In this study, we have randomly assigned each bird into one of three
conditions without taking a close look at its progress of imitation, but it would be essential to try
to balance the discrimination task based on the current level of similarity.
Future work should aim at addressing the bird’s improvement in differentiating two
homologous syllables in its production. The criterion of how three discrimination tasks were
chosen was on the basis of the similarities of syllable pairs, so the degree of success in
differentiation could be measured by a drop in percentage similarity of those syllables. We would
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hypothesize that auditory discrimination training facilitates the differentition of tutor song
syllables, which could be shown by a significant drop in percentage similarity of discriminated
syllables. Figure 11 shows an example of differention analysis; the bird on the left (Fig. 11a)
produces syllables B and D that are 96% similar to each other at pre-training phase, but the
percentage similarity drops by 27% after the training for discriminating these syllables. However,
the bird on the right (Fig. 11b) does not demonstrate differentiation on syllables B2 and D2 because
there is not much change in percentage. In addition to increasing sample size, conducting
differentiation analysis may be possible adjustment we can make in a future study.

a

b

Figure 11 Sample differentiation analysis. (a) A bird assigned to discriminate syllable B and D
produces a quite similar syllable pair before the discrimination training but succeeds in
differentiating them after training. (b) A bird assigned to discriminate syllable B2 and D2 does not
show improvement in differentiating a similar syllable pair even after the training.
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